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photographic quality
can print on different paper types
quick for short print runs
ink cartridges are horrendously expensive
liquid ink can take time to dry and can smudge
only print on limited paper sizes, typically A5 to A3

printers are fairly inexpensive to buy
good quality, but not photographic
very quick for short and medium print runs
can only print on normal, non-gloss paper
toner is expensive
the expensive ‘fuser’ and ‘drum’ also need replaced
only print on limited paper sizes, typically A5 to A3

low cost print for mid-volume runs
bright, vibrant colours
can print on different materials - from paper to fabric
a slow and sometimes messy process
expensive to set up equipment
liquid ink can take time to dry and can smudge
cannot print photographs or high resolution graphics

can print in huge sizes
photographic quality, including spot-colours
can print on different paper types
quick for short print runs of posters or displays
printers can also cut contours of graphics
liquid ink can take time to dry and can smudge
solvent inks are very, very expensive

low cost for high volume print runs
photographic quality, including spot-colours
can print on different paper types and sizes
quick for large print runs
time consuming to set up
specialist triaining required
expensive initial set-up costs
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colourful language
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A photograph taken by a digital camera will be

The same image here has been converted into

recorded as RGB. The image above has been

CMYK. On a screen, the colours may appear

left in RGB mode (Remember, if you print these

less vibrant, however the tone of the colours

notes it will be in CMYK…)

would be more realistic when printed.

printing and display technology
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RGB Vs CYMK
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Point&Shoot

CAMERA PHONE
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what is a graphic?

VECTOR VS. RASTER
VECTOR

Think all graphics are the same? Think again.
Graphics fall into two categories - Vector and Raster.

Raster

You are expected to know about both formats for your
exam. Knowing how to use these formats can help you
with your assignment and are absolutely essential if you
work in any graphics industry.

from raster to vect
or

Know your
file types!
Vector

Raster

.SVG
.DXF
.PLT
.AI
.EPS

.BMP
.JPG
.PNG
.TIFF
.GIF

Vector
Great for making logos or graphics that scale up
Can be used as ‘cut paths’ for cutting machines
Cannot be used for photographs
Vectors graphics require good CAD drawing skills to make

printing and display technologies

Raster
The image type used for photography
All software can handle raster images
Scale up too big and it will suffer pixelation
The file sizes can be absolutely huge!
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printing on paper is simple, right?
ogre’s have layers - dtp documents have layers…

image layer

preflight
Preflight is the term used
when the document is
ready to go to the printer!
Preflight will flatten all
layers
onto one layout - however
retains data about layers,
colour profiles and even
breaks the document into

The image layer will contain
all the photographs used

graphic layer

(unless edited).

The principle domain of the
graphic designer. They will

Photographs can be very
memory and process

apply any graphic effects or
vector artwork to a separate

hungry. Having them on a

layer so it can be easily

separate layer allows the
layer to be ‘switched off’ -

edited without impacting
text or stock photography.

so they are not shown,
processed and allows
computers to run faster.

Many powerful DTP
packages will allow the
graphic designer to create
artwork within the same

C,M,Y & K layers!

software. Otherwise,

Body text layer
Body text layers are for
journalists and those not

prepress layer

involved in the layout or

Prepress layers contain
all the information

graphics.

required to print the
layout.

Body text is kept separate so it
can be easily changed or even
swapped with foreign
language versions by
journalists or copy editors.

These will include
registration marks, crop
marks and possibly
colour calibration and
densitometry bars.

material will be imported
from a vector graphics
application.

paper size | Paper Weight | Paper finish
UK are
Paper comes in a range of sizes for different jobs. Paper sizes in the
be familiar with
controlled by BSI and are based around ‘A’ format sizes. You will
This is the rule
A4 and A3. You may have noticed that A3 is twice the size of A4.
- A2 is twice the size of A3, A1 is twice the size of A2.
versions are
For offset lithography printing, where a bleed is required, oversize

or ‘oA3’.
used. These are called oversize A sizes. For example oversize A3
Paper weights describe how heavy the paper is in grams per
square meter, gsm. The heavier the paper, the thicker and firmer
it will be.
Most paper used at home, school or in an office is 80 gsm - it
is inexpensive. Heavier - thicker - paper is significantly more
expensive. Heavier paper can be used to give a sense of quality
to a document or stop ink bleeding through.

printing and display technologies
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3D modelling & rendering
Surface Modelling

e
-appearing objects. Surface modelling is a mor
A mathematical technique for representing solid
as
ated
wirefame modelling, but not as sophistic
complex method for representing objects than
in CAD (computer-aided design) for illustrations
solid modelling. Surface modelling is widely used
.
3D animation for games and other presentations
and architectural renderings. It is also used in
same on screen, they are quite different. Surface
Although surface and solid models appear the
els. In addition, in surface modelling, the object
models cannot be sliced open as can solid mod
modelling, it must be correct.
can be geometrically incorrect; whereas, in solid

Texture mapping
Applying a texture to the surface of a 3D CAD model, to repre
conjunction with bump mapping.

sent a real material. Often used in

bump mapping

tactile surface, whilst not increasing the
A method of suggesting that materials have a rough or
uter graphics for simulating bumps and
polygon count. Bump mapping is a technique in comp
wrinkles on the surface of an object.

3D Modelling and Rendering
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3D modelling & rendering
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3D modelling & rendering
specularity
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Image based lighting (IBL)

would interact with a 3D CAD model. Imagesimulates how light and shadow from a real environment
I) for greater realism. This image is then
based lighting often uses a high dynamic range image (HDR
ing, and this is used to simulate the
projected onto a dome or sphere similar to environment mapp
ring software offers some type of imagelighting for the objects in the scene. Almost all modern rende
the forest scene.
based lighting, The spheres below are lit by the kitchen and

High Dynamic range imag

ery (HDRI)

se
bines them to enhance colour and shadow. The
creates multiple exposures of an image and com
3D model in rendering software.
can be used as 3D environments to enhance your

3D Modelling Lighting & Imagery
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3D modelling & rendering
volumetrics

or substance. For example, light streaming
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passing through a forest canopy or light pas
through a stained glass window or light rays
through smoke ina computer game.

Depth of field

aphy to help focus a viewer's eye where the
This is a technique that is used in photogr
e
omplished by blurring areas of the image whil
photographer would like it to go. This is acc
w show examples of depth of field.
other areas remain in focus. The images belo
can select the focus point by clicking an area
In rendering software such as keyshot , we
by
focus. The amount of blur can be controlled
on the model. This will be what remains in
, whereas higher values will have less.
"F-stop." Lower values will have more blur

3D Modelling Lighting & Imagery
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3D modelling & rendering
Blending

r solids
tool that lets you smoothen the edges of you
Blending is an equivalent of the curve editing
joint
ful for creating a smooth, variable-curvature
or surface models. Blending is particularly use

llets
Regular and irregular fi

g by defining a radius for the fillet to blend
A regular fillet can be applied in 3D modellin
i at
fillet requires the definition of different radi
smoothly between surfaces. An irregular
offset distances along the face.

Irregular Fillets

Regular Fillet

3D Modelling & Rendering

Irregular Fillets
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Animation - “I like to move it!
n
Motion capture animatio

g the movement
Motion capture is the process of recordin
, entertainment,
of objects or people. It is used in military
dation of
sports, medical applications, and for vali
ing and video
computer vision and robotics. In filmmak
actions of
game development, it refers to recording
to animate
human actors, and using that information
puter animation.
digital character models in 2D or 3D com
tures subtle
When it includes face and fingers or cap
ormance
expressions, it is often referred to as perf
capture.

In motion capture sessions, movements of one or more actors are sampled many times
e
per second. Whereas early techniques used images from multiple cameras to calculat
the
of
ents
movem
the
only
3D positions, often the purpose of motion capture is to record
so
actor, not his or her visual appearance. This animation data is mapped to a 3D model
that the model performs the same actions as the actor.
Camera movements can also be motion captured so that a virtual camera in the scene
will pan, tilt, or dolly around the stage driven by a camera operator while the actor is
as
performing, and the motion capture system can capture the camera and props as well
the actor's performance. This allows the computer-generated characters, images and
sets to have the same perspective as the video images from the camera. A computer
processes the data and displays the movements of the actor, providing the desired
camera positions in terms of objects in the set. Retroactively obtaining camera
movement data from the captured footage is known as match moving or camera
tracking.

Animation
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Animation - “I like to move it!
n

Motion capture animatio
advantages

ined. In entertainment
Ÿ More rapid, even real time results can be obta
applications this can reduce the costs.
plexity or length of the
Ÿ The amount of work does not vary with the com
traditional techniques.
performance to the same degree as when using
styles or deliveries, giving
This allows many tests to be done with different
of the actor.
a different personality only limited by the talent
actions such as secondary
Ÿ Complex movement and realistic physical inter
easily recreated in a
motions, weight and exchange of forces can be
physically accurate manner.
uced within a given time is
Ÿ The amount of animation data that can be prod
ation techniques. This
extremely large when compared to traditional anim
production deadlines.
contributes to both cost effectiveness and meeting
tions reducing its costs.
Ÿ Potential for free software and third party solu

disadvantages
Ÿ Specific hardware and special
software programs are required
to obtain and
process the data.
Ÿ The cost of the software, equipm
ent and personnel required can be
prohibitive
for small productions.
Ÿ The capture system may have
specific requirements for the spa
ce it is
operated in, depending on camera
field of view.
Ÿ When problems occur, it is eas
ier to reshoot the scene rather tha
n trying to
manipulate the data. Only a few
systems allow real time viewing
of the data to
decide if the take needs to be red
one.
Ÿ Movement that does not follow
the laws of physics cannot be cap
tured.
Ÿ Traditional animation technique
s, such as added emphasis, sec
ondary motion
or manipulating the shape of the
character, as with squash and stre
tch
animation techniques, must be add
ed later.
Ÿ If the computer model has differe
nt proportions from the capture sub
ject,
errors may occur. For example, if
a cartoon character has large, ove
r-sized
hands, these may intersect the cha
racter's body if the human perform
er is not
careful with their physical movem
ent.

Animation
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Animation - “I like to move it!
Stop frame animation
lly manipulates an
is an animation technique that physica
. The object is moved in
object that appears to move on its own
photographed frames,
small increments between individually
n the series of frames is
creating the illusion of movement whe
ls with movable joints or
played as a continuous sequence. Dol
tion for their ease of
clay figures are often used in stop mo
using plasticine is called
repositioning. Stop motion animation
stop motion requires
clay animation or "clay-mation". Not all
films can involve using
figures or models; many stop motion
er things for comedic
humans, household appliances and oth
etimes referred to as
effect. Stop motion using objects is som
object animation.

advantages
Ÿ The resources needed for stop frame animation consist
of a camera, plasticine,
tools a computer and some wood, cardboard and paints for
a set design. All
these resources are readily available.
Ÿ As the models can be made from plasticine they don’t have
to be professionally
manufactured.
Ÿ The technique to animate is easy to practice and easy
to

learn.

Ÿ Inanimate objects can be made to move.

disadvantages

consuming and there is still lots of
Ÿ The movement of the characters is very time
been captured.
work to do in editing once all the movement has
session as the lighting, camera
Ÿ All the shots in a scene should be done in one
e. This causes issues with timing
angle, positions of characters must be the sam
than you anticipated to complete a
as you may need to work on for hours longer
scene.
ds and hard to get things to move at
Ÿ It’s difficult to synchronise speech and soun
the right speed.
Ÿ Difficult to get smooth fluid movement.

Animation
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Animation - “I like to move it!
Motion Tweening
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The 'automatic
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next.
smoothly from one keyframe to the
software so that the animation glides
vement.
give the impression of continuous mo
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The ‘in between’
more powerful and
mation, keyframe animation offers a
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am
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Wh
having to draw every single frame.
efficient technology that saves you from
ects that can be
erate key frames containing key obj
Essentially, the technique lets you gen
n key
or actions. Intermediate steps betwee
tes
ibu
attr
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tion
rota
,
assigned a position
ural transition.
software and produce a smooth nat
objects are created automatically by

advantages
Ÿ Keyframe animation offers a powerful and effic
ient animation system—it saves having to
draw every frame, letting your computer do the
hard work
Essentially, the technique lets you create user
-defined keyframes through which objects
animate, with each keyframe containing key obje
cts which can be assigned a position,
rotation, attributes, etc
Ÿ Motion tweening is very good for publishing
animation

s on the Internet

disadvantages
imation was
as well as you would if the an
tion
mo
the
r
ove
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tro
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ve
ha
t
Ÿ You do no
created with individual frames.
result in the
en’ frames correctly which can
twe
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’in
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Ÿ the computer ma
en it is being previewed.
animation not looking right wh

Animation
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CAD - “Let’s make it
3d Printing

er
into a physical object, by 'adding' material, rath
data
CAD
3D
g
ertin
conv
of
hod
met
a
ting
3D prin
n
require a STL file format (Standard Tessellatio
than cutting from exisiting material. 3D printers
to
of material are formed under computer control
Language). In 3D printing, successive layers
from a
st any shape or geometry, and are produced
create an object. These objects can be of almo
printer is a type of industrial robot.
3D model or other electronic data source. A 3D

Computer-aided manufacture
is technology used to take 2D or 3D CAD data and mach
ine the shapes or forms from a material.
Typical CAM machines are the CNC router, CNC Lathe
, CNC milling machine, CNC Plasma Cutter
or Laser Cutter.

lathes
routers

lathes

Milling machines

Laser cutters

CAD Technologies
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CAD Technologies
mics
Computational fluid dyna
through a liquid or gas (or how the liquid
a method of testing how well a 3D CAD model would pass
or gas would pass through the 3D CAD model).
through the internals of a building and can be
What is it? CFD is a form of digitally testing the airflow
beneficial to Architects for the following reasons;
l building design.
Ÿ It is a cost effective way of improving internal/externa
ce by establishing how the air flow
Ÿ The use of CFD can increase building design performan
in that area.
through rooms is going to affect the people working/living
ure, heating systems, height of ceilings,
Ÿ It could be used to establish where to locate various furnit
etc.
Ÿ
through a design of say an office
How does it work? It shows Architects how the airflow
thus allowing fact based
could be detrimental to the workers, i.e. warm/cold areas
positions of internal walls and
decisions to be made, e.g. where to place duct venting,
lex mathematical formula to analyse and
furniture, height of ceilings, etc. As with FEA it uses comp
.
establish volumes and flow rates through confined areas
s volume data which is useful to
What benefits does it provide? It instantaneously yield
pulate new building designs,
the overall design. It allows Architects to visualise and mani
onmental efficiency of the
determine heat flow and heat control and loss and the envir
build at an early stage.

Testing & Analysis
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CAD Simulation
Finite element analysis
to real-world forces, vibration,
(FEA) is a computerized method for predicting how a product reacts
sis shows whether a product will
heat, fluid flow, and other physical effects. Finite element analy
sis, but in the product
break, wear out, or work the way it was designed. It is called analy
n when the product is used.
development process, it is used to predict what is going to happe
Features:-

ed to destructive testing.
visual simulation for testing the failure of the product, as oppos
the sample.
the colours give a very clear graphical indication of stresses within
it is a cost effective solution to the testing of real components.
of the component.
It is easy altering the product and re-test without re-manufacture
It reduces lead time in manufacture.

ate areas of a structure and determine how
How does it work? The computer is able to analyse and calcul
er to give an all over strength/weakness for a
strong or weak each area is. It then adds all these areas togeth
given component.
le physical prototypes and then testing
What benefits does it provide? Instead of needing to build multip
ly throughout the process by using Digital
them to see if they’ll work, companies can conduct testing digital
d to validate the design.
Prototyping, reducing the number of physical prototypes neede
facturers experience fewer changes
manu
front,
up
Using Digital Prototyping to catch design problems
stages of the product development cycle, so
downstream. Companies can also perform simulations in early
they avoid failure during testing or manufacturing phases.

Testing & Analysis
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CAD Simulation
Tool path generation
of
Software used to plan the movement

tems.
cutting or shaping tools in CAM sys

Mechanical animation

nal animation in
cess of creating realistic three-dimensio
nical
Mechanical product animation is the pro
emblies and movement of various mecha
ass
on,
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ent
res
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ally
CAD to visu
vement of parts
ws the engineer to easily monitor the mo
t, its
products and their components. It allo
vide a better overview of the final produc
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Suc
bly.
em
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3D
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effic
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performance and ove
operation of a
ial clients and help them understand the
ent
pot
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toty
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al
virtu
a
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ons
dem
is otherwise
tations an added flavour of reality which
product and its features. It gives presen
al methods.
downrightly impossible by the convention

CAD Simulation
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File Types - How should I save it?
ngua
Standard tessellation la

ge S t l

are packages; it is widely used for rapid
The STL file format is supported by many other softw
uring. STL files describe only the
prototyping, 3D printing and computer-aided manufact
ut any representation of colour, texture
surface geometry of a three-dimensional object witho
or other common CAD model attributes.

Direct exchange format dxf
lly used with AutoCAD and
DXF is a file extension for a 2D graphic image format typica
stands for Drawing eXchange
AutoSketch (2D Computer Aided Drawing) software. DXF
Format.

Drawing format dwg
drawings. DWG
The DWG file format is probably the most widely used format for CAD
g data. DWG files can
(from drawing) is used for storing two and three-dimensional drawin
into 3D modelling
be opened in 2D CAD packages and used to input 2D CAD drawings
packages.

g language
Virtual reality modellin
vrml
lling Language (VRML). VRML
VRML is a graphics file format used by Virtual Reality Mode
These files contain information
files are used for 3-D information, primarily on web pages.
s, lighting, and objects. VRML
regarding the graphics of the site, such as sounds, animation
interaction.
files are designed with web pages in mind, allowing for user

Direct exchange format 3ds
n and
Autodesk 3ds Mzax 3D modelling, animatio
3DS is one of the file formats used by the
S which
format of the old Autodesk 3D Studio DO
rendering software. It was the native file
MAX 1.0) replaced it in April 1996.
was popular until its successor (3D Studio

File Types
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Built Environment
Topological surveys

g features on the surface of the earth or
are used to identify and map the contours of the ground and existin
streets, walkways, manholes, utility poles,
slightly above or below the earth's surface (i.e. trees, buildings,
a base map for the design of a residence or
retaining walls, etc.).If the purpose of the survey is to serve as
necessary to show perimeter boundary lines
building of some type, or design a road or driveway, it may be
ed, in order for a designer to accurately
and the lines of easements on or crossing the property being survey
show zoning and other agency required setbacks.

DRAINAGE surveys

ion of drainage systems and their
deal with locating and cataloguing the existence, location and condit
locations and conditions of components,
components. They can comprise of tables containing data on the
showing internal details of pipe networks
es
drawings and diagrams of the systems, and CCTV footage/imag
gineers and CAD
and components. These will be prepared by drainage surveyors/en
ng and creating new engineering works,
Technicians/Draughtsmen. Drainage surveys are useful for planni
s themselves. As such they may be used by a
modifying existing ones, or for maintenance of drainage system
cts, planners and drainage engineers.
range of people including civil engineers, site engineers archite

ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS
drawings are schematics which contain
Produced by Electrical Draughtsman/CAD Operators, electrical
t. These may include power, lighting, data
information about the electrical and wiring needs for a given projec
, breakers and distribution boards; other
and telephony wiring; the location of outlets, switches, connections
address systems etc.). Drawings may
public
s,
“hardwired” electrical systems and devices (fans, alarm system
ts, devices, switches etc) and the general
be in the form of a floor plan showing location of features (outle
and interconnection information. Drawings
connections between, or wiring diagrams showing specific wiring
use an standard library of symbols to ensure understanding.

Built Environment
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What job do they do?
Architects
public
Design buildings ranging from small house extensions to large
buildings like schools,theatres and hospitals
drawings
Graphic types required: Architects are responsible for producing
of buildings that adhere to planning and building regulations and
2D CAD
inform/instruct construction. Producing orthographic drawings using
and
ions
elevat
ns,
sectio
plans,
ing:
software (AutoCAD, Vector Works) includ
to
:5)
1:20,1
,1:50,
1:100
,
technical details at different scales (1:1250, 1:200
Will
.
uction
constr
inform
achieve building warrants, planning permission and
h-Up,
also produce 3D CAD models using 3D modelling software (Sketc
Revit/BIM, Rhino) to
, other members of the design team and
communicate what a building will look like to planners, communities
construction of a particular feature of the
clients. 3D models may also be produced to communicate the
building i.e. non-standard windows.
gement. BIM is a single 3D CAD model
Graphic Technologies required: BIM = Building Information Mana
aneously from architects and engineers to
shared and worked on by all members of the design team simult
doors.
suppliers and manufacturers of components like windows and
s, landscape gardeners. They all Interpret
Users: Builders, plumbers, electricians, brick layers, joiners, roofer
g are to be constructed and from what
Architects drawings for instruction on how different parts of a buildin
al wall positioning, positioning of windows and
materials i.e. foundations, external wall construction and intern
doors, roof construction, energy saving features.

Building surveyors
of existing sites
Measure sites and buildings to give an accurate representation
(rot, cracks,
ion
condit
ral
structu
and structures. They may also investigate the
of an
walls)
al
extern
subsidence) and fabric (water ingress, roof condition,
existing building.
and elevations)
Graphic types required: Produces measured drawings (plans
of existing
buildings and sites prior to any design or construction.
tripod, Ranging
Graphic Technologies required: Laser levels, Measuring rods,
meter.

poles, Moisture

Conservation bodies
Town is a
UNESCO World Heritage, Historic Scotland. Edinburgh’s New
the New Town.
of
ge
herita
World Heritage site which protects the architectural
g is assigned
gradin
This
g.
Heriot’s School (old building) is a grade A listed buildin
protect the most architecturally important buildings in Scotland.
cal drawin
Graphic types required: Conservation bodies may hold histori
information of

Job Descriptions
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Built Environment
Interior designers
Responsible for the interior design of a building, including colour
imes
schemes, tiling, wall paper, paintwork, soft furnishings and somet
lighting.
s and
Graphic types required: Use photoshop to edit/manipulate image
to
s
visual
red
rende
ate
gener
to
may produce 3D CAD models
ce
communicate the mood and style of interior spaces. Will also produ
s.
materials and texture sampling and mood board

Architectural Technicians
gs
Produce orthographic drawings of buildings and/or parts of buildin
plans
ce
produ
mainly
at varying scales from 1:200 to 1:5. They will
roof
and sections that detail the construction of walls, floors and the
a
of
and the junctions between these features. The primary role
technician is to ensure compliance with building regulations. This
er
means understanding the minimum size requirements for all mann
the
to
widths
or
corrid
to
toilets
of building features from disabled
ate
spacing of fire dampeners in wall construction and ensuring adequ
any
have
not
ventilation for the size of room. Technicians do
involvement with building design.
Graphic technologies required:
,
2D drawing software such as Autodesk AutoCAD, Vector Works
Building Information Modelling (BIM)
3D
use
now
also
will
cians
power CAD, Microstation.Many techni
Modelling. BIM involves a 3D model that can be
software such as Autodesk Revit. *BIM = Building Information
aneously from architects and
shared and worked on by all members of the design team simult
l allows information such
mode
The
engineers to suppliers and manufacturers of components.
windows and doors.
like
l
as technical specifications to be assigned to elements in the mode
y from the model.
This allows schedules of items like windows to be generated directl

Quantity surveyors
Use highly detailed architect’s drawings to add up how much a
ect’s
construction project will cost. Quantity Surveyors interpret Archit
g
varyin
at
ions
and Engineer’s drawings (plans, sections and elevat
and
scales from 1:200 to 1:5) to price the cost of construction
produce Bills of Quantities based upon the quantity of different
,a
features of the building. Once a construction job has been costed
Often
.
saved
be
can
costs
how
quantity surveyor will advise on
g
changes to finishes (flooring, tiling, kitchen and bathrooms), glazin
and roofing is a way to save money.
Graphic Technologies required:
to work from. They tend to
Quantity Surveyors often receive packages of physical drawings
received, on Excel
produce Bills of Quantities, based upon the drawings they have
spreadsheets.

Job Descriptions
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TOWN planners
Town planners

building
Review Architect’s drawings including: location plans, site plans,
ced from
produ
s
image
plans, sections and elevations and rendered visual
pment
develo
3D CAD models to determine the suitability of the proposed
1:200
of
on the given site. These drawings are typically drawing at a scale
at
for building information. Location and site information is usually
ced to
produ
are
tions
anima
h
throug
a scale of 1:1250 or 1:500. 3D walk
design
ed
intend
the
of
ssion
impre
give client or the public a more realistic
from a users perspective.
Graphic Technologies required:
elevations, usually in pdf format
and
Contractors will view copies of location and site plans, sections
large public
on a planning portal website run by the local authority. For very
gs and images at consultation events.
drawin
d
printe
scale
full
view
developments, communities may also
temporary security hoarding around the site
Sometimes rendered images of the final building will appear on
the use of 3D animated walk-through visuals to
during construction. A feature of major public developments is
give the public a realistic feel

Building surveyors
of existing
Measure sites and buildings to give an accurate representation
ion
condit
ral
structu
the
sites and structures. They may also investigate
al
extern
ion,
condit
(rot, cracks, subsidence) and fabric (water ingress, roof
and
(plans
walls) of an existing building. Produces measured drawings
elevations) of existing buildings and sites prior to any design or
or client.
construction, usually to a specification dictated by an Architect
the
upon
ds
depen
survey
the
of
t
The scale, level of detail and conten
for
1:100
to
1:50
of
scale
a
specification. Typically, detail is drawn at
building information and 1:200 to 1:500 for site information.
Graphic technologies required:
esk AutoCAD and exchanged
Surveys are drawing up digitally using 2D CAD software like Autod
in .dwg (drawing) format.

Heating Engineer
the right
Heating and ventilation systems ensure that buildings provide
, offices,
shops
ing
(includ
gs
buildin
All
environment for living and working.
and
g
heatin
e
precis
,
factories and laboratories) have complicated
many
ventilation systems to make them work effectively. These can take
large
a
or
walls
forms, such as a series of ventilation grilles on classroom
network of pipes across factory ceilings.

Graphic types required and their purpose:

and
3D Pictorial of gas / water pipe runs to show position of main inlets
of
ns
positio
l
optima
ng
showi
data
outlets for water and sewage. CFD
radiators.

Graphic Technologies required and their purpose:

/ building. 2D/3D CAD drawings of heating
CFD Simulation software to simulate heat transfer in the room
exact position of fixtures and fittings and
system in the building. Isometric view of heatingsystem shows
lengths of pipe runs in 3 dimensions.
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Product Design & Manufacture
r
DESIGN ENGINEER/industrial designe
at the
The Design Engineer works on the project at the beginning and
ts
expec
client
the
what
stand
under
fully
end. It is their responsibility to
the
which
by
frame
time
the
of
of them. They need to; be fully aware
of the
client wants the product to be completed, know the specification
client
the
help
to
product and be able to produce concept sketches
look like.
visualise what the engineer believes the finished product could
a
Their initial drawings would generally be sketches drawn up after
. Once
nically
electro
or
ally
manu
ced
client meeting these could be produ
would
eer
Engin
n
Desig
the
approved and with the consent of the client
The production drawings would then be
then have the authorisation to produce the production drawings.
Designer depending on the size of the
produced by the Design Engineer or they would pass it on to the
company they worked with.
orthographic and pictorials, component
The drawings involved in the Production drawings are: assembled
views and any range of movements. A parts list
orthographic and pictorial, exploded, detailed views, sectional
nce of Operations to aid the assembly. The
would be expected along with a bill of materials and even a Seque
y requiring them for example BSI in the UK
drawings would have to be produced to the standard for the countr
or ANSI in the USA.
passed on to the Manufacturing Engineer. The
These drawings would be approved and authorised before being
been fully manufactured and assembled to
Design Engineer then reviews the finished product once it has
ensure the product conforms to the client’s specification.

Manufacturing engineer
The Manufacturing Engineer makes the physical product
components. They are generally experienced in the machinery
in a
that they use to manufacture. However some can be qualified
range of manufacturing areas such as; turning, milling and
welding. The Manufacturing Engineer must take a piece of raw
material and create a functioning component using the production
drawings.
The production drawings they would use are; component
orthographic and pictorial drawings. On those drawings there
would need to be sufficient dimensions and tolerances and
technical detail (sectional views, exploded views etc) to allow the
Manufacturing Engineer to have a clear understanding of the
components that they are producing.
production and always work to the tolerances
The Manufacturing Engineer would have to ensure accuracy of
ing process to ensure a high quality is
stated on the production drawings. He will manage the manufactur
he will ensure the components will work and
achieved and do so within the agreed time frame. In doing this
procedures in place and managed by the
assemble correctly and pass inspection and quality assurance
no financial loss is accrued during the
Conformity Engineer. Meeting agreed time scales will ensure that
manufacturing process.
the other components or the product fully
In some instances the Manufacturing Engineer may never see
sary components. This heightens the
assembled if their workshop cannot manufacture all of the neces
so that they fully describe the intended function
importance of clarity and accuracy of the production drawings
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Assembly technician
The Assembly Technician plans and organises the assembly of
the components that the Manufacturing Engineer(s) produce.
Prior to them assembling the product the components must be
quality assured and inspected by a Conformity Engineer. Only
once the batch of components pass inspection and are
approved for use in this product can the Assembly Technician
begin to assemble the product. Their main role is to ensure that
all of the components are assembled in the product and that
they fit securely to enable the product to function correctly.
they must refer to the Production drawings.
In order for the Assembly Technician to assemble the product
drawings, sections and assembly notes, parts
They would be focused on the assembled & exploded pictorial
isation of the final product. However, they
list and sequence of operations for the main assembly and visual
tailed views to show the location and
would also refer to the orthographic and in particular sectional/de
bled correctly and to the exact
placement of any internal components. The product must be assem
functions correctly. It is then put through the
requirements specified on the Production drawings to ensure it
next stage of the production process which is product testing.

technician
Conformity engineer / compliance
Compliance engineers ensure that products are free of hazards
whether they be electrical, mechanical, thermal or other hazards.
to
They need mechanical ability and good communications skills
ers
work with design and manufacturing teams. Compliance engine
will work closely with Test Engineers.
e
Compliance engineers create procedures and guidelines to ensur
both
in
ers
that industry regulations are met by manufactur
international (CE) and domestic (BSI) markets .
drawings, test data etc. in their day to day
Compliance engineers will use orthographic drawings, assembly
BSI - BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTE
role in addition to making reference to CE and BSi Standards.
CE - "Conformité Européene" (European Conformity).

Test engineer
Test engineers are responsible for the quality of a product.
They perform tests on a product to ensure that it will work
properly under certain conditions and meet the product
specifications by simulating the load and abuse that real users
will place on the Product.
Test engineers have to be able to read detailed technical
drawings and use measuring equipment to ensure that the
product complies with the dimensions and tolerances on
the drawings.
Test engineers are also likely to use Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) and Computational Fluid
gs.
Dynamics (CFD) software to test structures, products and buildin
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Model maker
Model makers make three-dimensional (3D), physical scale
models of products. Model makers work closely with the client
or designer, either independently or as part of a team. They
use freehand drawing skills or computer-aided design (CAD) to
illustrate initial ideas, which may need to be amended as a
result of further consultation before a detailed final model is
produced.
They will need to be able to read detailed engineering drawings,
showing dimensions, assembly details etc. to allow accurate
manufacture of a model.
A model maker is now likely to make physical model from a 3D
CAD model using rapid prototyping technology.
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